Summary:
Remanufacturing (reman), involves bringing products that have reached the end of a useful lifecycle to a “like new” or “better than new” condition through a controlled, reproducible, and sustainable industrial process.

It is a fundamentally circular industry and can result in cost savings, material savings, waste reduction, resource efficiency, climate change mitigation, and local job creation. This webinar will cover:

- The Circular Economy potential in India
- What remanufacturing is (and isn’t) and how it fits into the circular economy
- The current state of traditional manufacturing and remanufacturing in India
- Perspective on established remanufacturing markets – the US, Europe, and China

Who should attend:
- Remanufacturing companies
- Traditional manufacturing companies from various industries (e.g.: automotive, heavy-duty off-road vehicles [HDOR], electrical & electronic products, computer & related products, furniture, medical devices) that want to learn about reman and its immense potential in India
- Academics/Researchers – Industry, Technology, Policy
- Product Designers and Entrepreneurs
- Circular Finance and Impact Investors
- Policy Makers

About Re:CREATe:
Re:CREATe is a research and advocacy enterprise that aims to advance the circular economy in India by catalyzing and advancing the remanufacturing industry.

About UNIDO and B3C:
UNIDO is the specialized agency of the United Nations that promotes industrial development for poverty reduction, inclusive globalization, and environmental sustainability.

Build Back Business from Crisis (B3C) has been made possible by bringing together the expertise base and resources of UNIDO's ongoing technical cooperation projects in the MSME sector in India, implemented in collaboration with the Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT), Development Commissioner MSME, the Department of Heavy Industry (DHI) and the Bureau of Energy Efficiency (BEE), with the generous funding of the Global Environment Facility (GEF), DPIIT and DHI.

About Rematec:
Rematec (through Rematec News and Rematec.com) is the world’s leading platform for remanufacturing and hosts the world’s largest remanufacturing trade show in Amsterdam every two years.